Meet the new U-M Schedule Builder.

The old Schedule Builder tool in Wolverine Access has been replaced by the new Atlas Schedule Builder.

Available March 24, 2021

In Winter 2021, the Atlas Schedule Builder tool will be launched to replace the old Schedule Builder tool in Wolverine Access. This means that students will now be able to research courses and explore potential schedule combinations all in one place on Atlas.

Why this change is happening

The previous Schedule Builder tool was developed by a third-party company and licensed by the university. In 2019, the U-M Registrar’s Office asked the Atlas team at the Center for Academic Innovation to build a replacement for the Schedule Builder.

The new Schedule Builder is built at U-M, for U-M

Before developing the new Schedule Builder, the Atlas team sought extensive feedback from U-M students and staff. The team has been hard at work since 2019 on the design and development of the new Schedule Builder tool and is thrilled to be releasing it for the campus.

How to access the new Atlas Schedule Builder

Starting on March 24th, 2021:
1. Go to atlas.ai.umich.edu
2. Click on Schedule Builder in the top right corner of the page.
3. Select the Academic Term you want to build a schedule for.
4. Name your schedule and start adding courses!